Thread Portraits
by Teri Henderson Tope

Supply List
Book: Optional

Other Supplies:

#7321 - The Quilted Portrait Book by Teri
Henderson Tope

Photograph or digital image (high contrast)

#7326 - eBook - The Quilted Portrait Book by Teri
Henderson Tope

Twill tape to wrap hoop on inside hoop

Fabric:

10" wooden or 7" spring tension embroidery hoop

16½" square ruler

1 yd. light-colored, tightly woven cotton fabric

#10698 - Blue water-soluble fabric marker

1 yd. white fusible cloth backing (such as Face-It
Soft Sew Lazy interfacing or Pellon® SF101
Shape-Flex® interfacing)

Extra sewing machine needles (80/20 Sharp - such
as Schmetz Microtex)

Fabric for backing, borders, piping, and binding
Wool batting
Piece of fabric for testing stitches and tension

Thread:
1 cone 40 wt. black thread (such as Superior® King
Tut) with at least two prewound bobbins
Quilting thread: (white, black, or cream)

Machine Foot:

#11874 - Iron
#12083 - Cutting mat
Lightbox
Piping Hot Binding with Groovin’ Piping Trimming
Tool by Susan K. Cleveland
#10261 - Rotary cutter
#12505 - Seam ripper
#6406 - Scissors

Free-motion or hopping foot

Sewing machine with feed dogs
that can be dropped

Walking foot

T-Pins

Piping foot

Blue painter’s tape
#12136 - Ironing Surface

• – Items available on ShopAQS.com.
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Supply List
Optional:
Cone holder for thread
#11606 - Electric Quilt® 8 quilt design software
(EQ8)
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